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Trail is the ﬁrst universal axle for tugger trains with an ac ve
steering. You can combine individual load modules with
Wegard Trail. The autonomous axle with an innova ve
steering algorithm ensures that your tugger train stays on
the track.
The trolleys of tugger trains have to be designed for the
special requirements of the customers, which are aﬀected by
the goods being carried and the handling process.
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Therefore, a lot of diﬀerent trolleys are used to ensure an
eﬃcient material ﬂow and an ergonomic opera on - star ng
from the design of the frame, over the loadablility to the
steering.

The modular design and independent load and steering
module allows you to design the trolleys freely. Wegard Trail
operates autonomously - no steering informa on needs to
be transmi ed from one axle to the next one.

An advanced steering system with an accurate tacking
stability is crucial for the safety and the space requirements.

The innova ve steering algorithm provides the best
direc onal accuracy achieved by tugger trains on the market.
Sideways parking, precise posi oning and reverse driving are
also possible.

Use the freedom to concentrate on designing the load
modules to deliver the customer a perfect tugger train without thinking about the steering system.

